PRESS RELEASE

VM Series Vertical Mount Ceramic Housed Wirewounds
adds 7W and 10W Sizes

RALEIGH, NC (Aug 9, 2011) - The VM Series from Stackpole has added 7 watt and 10 watt
sizes. The VM Series is a vertical mount ceramic housed wirewound series, which provides high
power handling while taking up less board space than many other high power resistors. In
addition, the vertical mount package reduces the amount of heat forced into the PCB, allowing
applications to run at cooler temperatures. Finally, the ceramic and cement package is
completely flameproof, an important feature for many applications requiring power resistors.
The VM is a popular choice for power supply and motor protection
in appliances which typically have limited board space, but a
relatively large amount of headroom. Other applications which
use this type of device include robotics, wind energy inverters,
UPS systems, remote telecom and datacom power supplies,
welding equipment, and plasma cutting equipment.
The VM Series is available in bulk packaging ranging from 250 to 1500 pcs depending on size.
Pricing varies with size and ranges from $0.10 to $0.30 each in minimum quantities. Contact
Stackpole or one of our franchised distributors for volume pricing.
For more information about Stackpole products, contact Stackpole Electronics, Inc. at
2700 Wycliff Road Suite 410, Raleigh, NC 27607; phone 919-850-9500;
email marketing@seielect.com; or visit the website at www.seielect.com.

Stackpole Electronics Inc. is a leading global manufacturer of resistors supplying the world's
largest OEMs, contract manufacturers and distributors. Headquartered in Raleigh, N.C., the
privately held company began manufacturing in 1928 as part of Stackpole Carbon Company
in St. Mary's, Pennsylvania. Now affiliated with Akahane Electronics, Stackpole has
manufacturing facilities in Japan, Taiwan, China and Mexico; warehousing facilities in El
Paso, Hong Kong and Japan; and sales offices in Tokyo, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
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